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A person who should be treated in an hospital does not have to go a depressed and usual hospital. Rather than being an hospital, this center provides public relation with the patients. The location of center is the intersection point of different urban sections which people can easily reach. The aim of center is providing both healthcare, social activities together with treatment. So, with the ambiance of space and urban pattern, the cognition of people to the healthy life is renewed. A citizen is able to continue his/her own physical activities such as biking, walking, swimming. Also, in terms of the social cognition, the exhibition areas contribute to people to learn about health. So, these variations help to people in their healing processes by providing attractive environment.
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EXPRESS YOURSELF

of a module shift to a city. In 2052 four drogozn who could escape from restrictions of the government tried to create a new city and they transformed a military quarter to an underground city where they easily express themselves.

There are no many options and opportunities to conduct the city except the playgrounds. They defined actions which are restricted by the government on the ground to create different zones where they can do whatever they wish such achieving dancing among meeting making art.
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